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As the film Table No 21 is nearing it's release, Actor Rajeev Khandelwal is getting nervous and
excited at the same time. The film also has Paresh Rawal and newcomer Tena Desae playing
Rajeev's love interest. The film is about a business tycoon Paresh Rawal who throws a deadly
game of 21 Crores hard cash in front of newly married couple Rajeev Khandelwal and Tena
Desai and if in the game, Anyone who lies will be dead.

Speaking with Rajeev Khandelwal about his role in Table No 21, He says "The film does not
have those regular twists and turns in it's story. The script is totally different and engaging. The
film has Chills, Thrills and Emotions at the same time. Yes, you may say that in a way this time i
am the one who is sitting on the Hot Seat to play the game of Truth and Dare. This time, I am
doing Sach Ka Saamna in my film Table No 21."

After watching the Film's Trailer, One may get a feeling of lots and lots of international films
such as Saw, The Game, and The Hunger Games etc. Rajeen added "I really feel very good if
Table No 21 is compared with some English Films, but let me assure you when you watch the
film, only then you will know that our film is totally different from the films you've named. For that
you have to wait till 4th January."
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The film Table No 21 is slated for 4th January 2013 release. The actor is also very happy about
the film being considered as the year 2013's First Ever release.
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